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SKULLS

WIN THE JOUST - TL STEER SKULL
#3547
Win The Joust - TL Steer Skull #3547

Win The Joust steer #233/8 --- He was
raised at Dickinson Cattle Co, born 5-1-2018.
His sire was Jet Black and he was pure white.
Includes a photo of him as a young steer and
a day in his life where he was nursing him
mother.

67.5" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $455.00
Category: Skulls

TRIAL SHOT - TL STEER SKULL #3078
Trial Shot - TL Steer Skull #3078

** Price does not include shipping. Call
for shipping cost details**

Trial Shot --- he was one of the few sons of
Trial Run and out of a Tempter daughter. He
was born at DCC. His horns were ivory colored
with more transparency and subtle tones than
an elephant's tusk. He was harvested at age
6. That is more horn at age 6 than any steer
ever grew on the 1880 trail drives. Includes
color photo of Trial Shot at age 5. He is a prize
carving skull, will not require feeding, grass or
milking.

97 3/8" tip to tip

 

Read More
Price: $3,820.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/win-the-joust-tl-steer-skull-3547/
https://head2tail.com/product/win-the-joust-tl-steer-skull-3547/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/trial-shot-tl-steer-skull-3078/
https://head2tail.com/product/trial-shot-tl-steer-skull-3078/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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TITAN'S AMADI - WATUSI COW SKULL
#5472
Titan's Amadi - Watusi Cow Skull #5472

Titan's Amadi --- in Africa the name means
Rejoicing. She was a beautiful Watusi cow
that had an accident you don't want to know
about. Comes with color photo of her sire, her
registration certificate, and photos when she
was young. Lost one nose bone.

65 1/2" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $665.00
Category: Skulls

STOLEN DREAMS - 2019 TL STEER
SKULL #5623
Stolen Dreams - 2019 TL Steer Skull #5623

Stolen Dreams 2019 steer --- an own son
of Cut'n Dried out of Stolen Dreams by Tibbs.
This spread is smooth as a wedding gown
with few rings--indicating very fast horn
growth. Comes with adult photo and baby
photo with his mother. Some weddings have
few rings.

82.5" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 36 lbs
Dimensions 36 × 36 × 18 in

Read More
Price: $1,120.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/titans-amadi-waturi-cow-skull-5472/
https://head2tail.com/product/titans-amadi-waturi-cow-skull-5472/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/stolen-dreams-2019-tl-steer-skull-5623/
https://head2tail.com/product/stolen-dreams-2019-tl-steer-skull-5623/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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PRENIQUA - WATUSI COW SKULL
#5362
Preniqua - Watusi Cow Skull #5362

Preniqua --- beautiful African Watusi cow
with an amazing twist. This is the secret 26
step western polish process. Notice the age
and cork screw twist rings. Comes with World
Watusi Assn. registration certificate with
photo. Horns do not remove for shipping and
must be picket up at LHTT store or expect
extra shipping/crating costs.

57.5" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $1,100.00
Category: Skulls

PREKONA - WATUSI COW SKULL
#5463
Prekona - Watusi Cow Skull #5463

Prekona --- this Watusi cow shows the many
seasons of horn-rings that makes this horn set
brutally battered by age. Comes with WWA
registration certificate and photo as a calf.
This is the famous 26 step DCC hand polished
process.

65.5" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $1,120.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/preniqua-watusi-cow-skull-5362/
https://head2tail.com/product/preniqua-watusi-cow-skull-5362/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/prekona-watusi-cow-skull-5463/
https://head2tail.com/product/prekona-watusi-cow-skull-5463/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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PREE-ZEE - WATUSI COW SKULL
#5471
Pree-Zee - Watusi Cow Skull #5471

Pree-Zee -- she is full Watusi and shows the
growth rings to give here age. Comes with
registration certificate of Pree-Zee and a
photo as one year old. The hand polish
osteology is professional beyond the
competition. Real skulls are different than
fake ones.

53-3/8" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $920.00
Category: Skulls

POINT OF ORDER - TL COW SKULL
#5624
Point Of Order - TL Cow Skull #5624

** Price does not include shipping. Call
for shipping cost details**

Point Of Order --- A wonderful twisty horned
daughter of Clear Point, leading sire in the
Texas Longhorn sire data. She calved
faithfully every year and left the DCC herd
with 3 mighty fine daughters. Notice the
unusual deep horn stripes running the full
length of the horn--very different. Skull comes
with original ITLA registration certificate and
photos of living cow and her calves. This skull
is classic in every way.

90 3/8" tip to tip

 

Read More
Price: $2,320.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/pree-zee-watusi-cow-skull-5471/
https://head2tail.com/product/pree-zee-watusi-cow-skull-5471/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/point-of-order-tl-cow-skull-5624/
https://head2tail.com/product/point-of-order-tl-cow-skull-5624/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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POINT BRIGHT - TL STEER SKULL
#5396
Point Bright - TL Steer Skull #5396

** Price does not include shipping. Call
for shipping cost details**

Point Bright 2019 Steer --- This steer was
only age 4, yet already had over 100" horn tip
to tip. Few achieve this huge spread at this
young age. He was a son of Out Front by Tuff.
He is huge, yet his large bases tend to make
the total image appear smaller. Comes with 2
photos recently taken before......happened.
There are very few polished skulls over 100"
and most come from Dickinson Cattle Co.

105" tip to tip

 

Read More
Price: $4,020.00
Category: Skulls

PAPRIKA PUFF - STEER SKULL #6949
Paprika Puff - Steer Skull #6949

Paprika Puff 2014 steer --- Beautiful horn
inner color. Smooth professional 26 step
polish. One horn tip bomperzoaked. He was
the 6th son of Paprika Puff. His grand dam
was the plumb of the Tri W herd named
Paprika. She is pictured on the label of
LHTT heat and serve beef cans. Comes
with photo of living steer as a calf.

74.5" Tip to Tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $670.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/point-bright-tl-steer-skull-5396/
https://head2tail.com/product/point-bright-tl-steer-skull-5396/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/paprika-puff-steer-skull-6949/
https://head2tail.com/product/paprika-puff-steer-skull-6949/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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NEEMA - WATUSI COW SKULL #5376
Neema - Watusi Cow Skull #5376

Neema --- beautiful African Watusi cow with
an amazing twist. This is the secret 26 step
western polish process. Notice the age rings.
Comes with World Watusi Assn. registration
certificate with photo. Horns do remove for
shipping. Notice the real Watusi V head pole
shape. Includes instructions for hanging and
dozens of years of preservation.

58 5/8" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $920.00
Category: Skulls

MEGA YEA - TL COW SKULL #4220
Mega Yea - TL Cow Skull #4220

Mega Yea --- Was a beautiful DCC cow sired
by Tempter out of Yea! Victory by Victory Lap.
She had some beautiful calves and grew
horns to the kazoo. This great skull art is the
famous 26 step DCC process with hardened
bones. Mega like many skulls had a wider
spread in real life, then after extensive
cooking the horns slid up closer to the head
shortening the tip to tip. Comes with calf
photo, mature photo and registration
certificate.

84.25" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 35 lbs
Dimensions 36 × 36 × 18 in

Read More
Price: $1,925.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/neema-watusi-cow-skull-5376/
https://head2tail.com/product/neema-watusi-cow-skull-5376/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/mega-yea-tl-cow-skull-4220/
https://head2tail.com/product/mega-yea-tl-cow-skull-4220/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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JEST FINE - TL STEER SKULL #5439
Jest Fine - TL Steer Skull #5439

Jest Fine 2019 steer --- notice the ivory,
gold, chocolate, caramel transparent horn
tones. Comes with photos young, old and with
his mother. His whole life was a bummer due
to not being selected for a Dickinson Cattle Co
herd sire. He opposed the sex change which
was done without parental permission.

85.25" Tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 35 lbs
Dimensions 36 × 36 × 18 in

Read More
Price: $1,620.00
Category: Skulls

HUNG TRAIL - TL COW SKULL #3545
Hung Trail - TL Cow Skull #3545

Hung Trial --- she was born (6-29-2011) and
raised at Dickinson Cattle Co. As her perfect
symmetrical skull was being polished a hired
hand ran over her nose with a tractor. (That
person is still with the company, after sever
beatings, yet has never run over another skull
since) The tractor incident reduces the value
by about $500. Comes with registration
certificate, a photo of adult cow, also photo of
her nursing her mother. Her mother is famous
for stampeding into the First National Bank of
Colorado Springs during the down town trail
drive of 2020.

83 3/8" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 35 lbs
Dimensions 36 × 36 × 18 in

Read More
Price: $1,120.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/jest-fine-tl-steer-skull-5439/
https://head2tail.com/product/jest-fine-tl-steer-skull-5439/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/hung-trail-tl-cow-skull-3545/
https://head2tail.com/product/hung-trail-tl-cow-skull-3545/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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GRUFFIZM - TL BULL SKULL #5442
Gruffizm - TL Bull Skull #5442

Gruffizm --- he was used by several Ohio
Texas Longhorn producers. He was hard on
his horns and dug in the ground wearing off a
tip.

This is the 26 step DCC secret polishing
process...the best in the land. Comes with
registration certificate. He will not jump
fences or chase the nude neighbors
swimming in the lake, out of the pasture ever
again.

59 5/8" Tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $445.00
Category: Skulls

GIZ OVER - TL COW SKULL #5440
Giz Over - TL Cow Skull #5440

Giz Over --- Raised 13 calves at Dickinson
Cattle Co and then just got tired of the whole
motherhood thing. She is dam of Tipped Over
and Tuff Cowgirl still in the DCC herd. The 26
step polishing secret process is the finest in
the osteology science. Notice the rich slate,
coal-black, silver, and smoky horn tones.

Includes ITLA registration certificate, calf
photo and mature photo.

71 1/8" Tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $990.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/gruffizm-tl-bull-skull-5442/
https://head2tail.com/product/gruffizm-tl-bull-skull-5442/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/giz-over-tl-cow-skull-5440/
https://head2tail.com/product/giz-over-tl-cow-skull-5440/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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GALORE ZOYT - TL BULL SKULL #3511
Galore Zoyt - TL Bull Skull #3511

Galore Zoyt --- was a son of Horn Showcase
Champion Flair Galore out of Topless by Top
Hand. He was a big bruiser. You can tell by
the damage he did to his horns near the head.
Comes with actual photos as a calf, at one
year and age 2, plus the ITLA registration
certificate. He was beautiful and his skull will
remain majestic forever.

82 1/2" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 40 lbs
Dimensions 36 × 36 × 18 in

Read More
Price: $1,770.00
Category: Skulls

FOZELL - TL COW SKULL #3548
Fozell - TL Cow Skull #3548

Fozell --- she was a sweet cow who raised 12
calves. Some of the more famous were Drag
Foz, Iron Fozell, Point Foz, Spiffy Iron and Tuff
Foz. Comes with original ITLA registration
certificate, a photo of Fozell, and one of
Unsuspected her mother. She had a beautiful
lacy face.

65 5/8" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $630.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/galore-zoyt-tl-bull-skull-3511/
https://head2tail.com/product/galore-zoyt-tl-bull-skull-3511/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/fozell-tl-cow-skull-3548/
https://head2tail.com/product/fozell-tl-cow-skull-3548/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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FIRE MAN STEER SKULL #3519
Fire Man Steer Skull #3519

Fire Man --- What really happened to him no
one knows for sure, however.... In the
Summer of 2018 the far southwest end of the
ranch had a whole section of barb wire fence
cut and the steers escaped. One never was
recovered. The good news is, just a few weeks
ago, at an Ohio Fire Department fund raiser,
this skull was donated. It had a non house
broke aroma and only sold for $290. Now with
the LHTT 26 step polishing process he is
house-broke for the most discerning house
wife. Recovered and saved for your pleasure.

78 1/4" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $1,120.00
Category: Skulls

CRAFTY CLINT - TL STEER SKULL
#3512
Crafty Clint - TL Steer Skull #3512

** Price does not include shipping. Call
for shipping cost details**

Crafty Clint --- was born at DCC. He was a
son of Juma out of Damme Winner by Win
Win. Comes with photo of him as a calf, him
with his mother and Crafty Clint as an adult.
Also a post card of his sire Juma. This is a
classic DCC 26 step western polished skull to
perfection. As perfect as they get.

93 3/4" tip to tip

 

Read More
Price: $3,220.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/fire-man-steer-skull-3519/
https://head2tail.com/product/fire-man-steer-skull-3519/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/crafty-clint-tl-steer-skull-3512/
https://head2tail.com/product/crafty-clint-tl-steer-skull-3512/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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CLEARLY AROSE - TL STEER SKULL
#5465
Clearly Arose - TL Steer Skull #5465

Clearly Arose steer --- he was on the way to
become a beautiful exhibition steer then he
grubbed off his horn tip. It is not a perfect
world. This osteology hand polished
craftsmanship comes with two photos of him
when he was young and a photo of his sire
who was a dear friend. His mother was not
that proud of him and refused to pose for a
photo. She did not like Tibbs his sire either.

57.75" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $545.00
Category: Skulls

CLEAR LEAD - TL COW SKULL #3897
Clear Lead - TL Cow Skull #3897

Clear Lead --- Was a daughter of Clear Win,
post card attached. Her dam was Toss The
Jam by Jamakizm. Photos of live cow, and her
dam, and the registration certificate included
to document history. It is a very crisp
symmetrical western polish skull with an
unusual tip twist and the 26 step process.

76.75" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $875.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/clearly-arose-tl-steer-skull-5465/
https://head2tail.com/product/clearly-arose-tl-steer-skull-5465/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/clear-lead-tl-cow-skull-3897/
https://head2tail.com/product/clear-lead-tl-cow-skull-3897/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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CHOSEN TOSS - TL COW SKULL #5474
Chosen Toss - TL Cow Skull #5474

Chosen Toss --- has two wonderful daughters
remaining in the Dickinson Cattle Co herd.
She was successfully used for embryo transfer
and has calves from frozen embryos in
several countries.This is the traditional Texas
Twist sought after with big money. Comes
with photos young and old and the
registration certificate.

82.25" Tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 35 lbs
Dimensions 36 × 36 × 18 in

Read More
Price: $1,320.00
Category: Skulls

CHOSEN RASCAL - TL BULL SKULL
#4217
Chosen Rascal - TL Bull Skull #4217

Chosen Rascal --- was a son of famous sire
Drag Iron. His dam was Chosen Setting who
was used for embryo flushing and export of
embryos. He was a beautiful speckled steer
who quickly zipped beyond the 6 foot range.
Photos of him during his early life included.
This is an amazingly perfect skull with the 26
step DCC process--superior to any finishing in
the nation--no question.

77 5/8" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $1,320.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/chosen-toss-tl-cow-skull-5474/
https://head2tail.com/product/chosen-toss-tl-cow-skull-5474/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/chosen-rascal-tl-bull-skull-4217/
https://head2tail.com/product/chosen-rascal-tl-bull-skull-4217/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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CERTAIN HAND - TL STEER SKULL
#3338
Fetter - TL Steer Skull #3341

Certain Hand --- was a feeder steer destined
for the LHTT freezer beef program. He had a
wonderful life with everything, all the grass,
all the grain, clean flowing water and the
Appalachian foothills to view, yet just one bad
day. His horns were the low pre-scoopy shape
with a swept-back angle. He was a son of
Tibbs and gained 2.86 lbs per day. Includes
one photo which he was proud of, drinking
milk with his mother. Also a post card of his
sire for family reference.

67.25" tip to tip.

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $410.00
Category: Skulls

BAND WAGON - TL STEER SKULL
#3896
Band Wagon - TL Steer Skull #3896

** Price does not include shipping. Call
for shipping cost details**

Band Wagon --- he was born and raised at
Dickinson Cattle Co, Barnesville, Ohio in the
lush grasslands of the Ohio River Valley.
He had the prettiest face ever on an
exhibition steer. Skull is the secret 26 step
polishing process. It is an amazing work of art.
Comes with photos of steer young, and
mature.
94.5" Tip to tip

 

Read More
Price: $3,820.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/certain-hand-tl-steer-skull-3338/
https://head2tail.com/product/certain-hand-tl-steer-skull-3338/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
https://head2tail.com/product/band-wagon-tl-steer-skull-3896/
https://head2tail.com/product/band-wagon-tl-steer-skull-3896/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/
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ALICE - TL STEER SKULL #5467
Alice - TL Steer Skull #5467

Alice --- he was a steer. The other steers
made fun of him because his ear tag said
"Alice." Sometimes he was bullied. Once he
was accused of being an illegal alien because
his ancestors came from Spain with
Columbus' second voyage. Some bully's don't
know their history. This osteology is smooth
as a frog hair. Comes with young age photo.

70.5" tip to tip

Custom packing and boxing charge
included.

Weight 30 lbs
Dimensions 30 × 30 × 12 in

Read More
Price: $700.00
Category: Skulls

https://head2tail.com/product/alice-tl-steer-skull-5467/
https://head2tail.com/product/alice-tl-steer-skull-5467/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/skulls/

